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Maybe, baby (For Warren Beatty)

Lim Lee Ching



Shards  by  Tammy  Ho  Lai-Ming

 i. Like Alice, I am in front of the looking-glass. I am in the looking-glass.

  ii. Someone, anyone, once wrote: 'I'd like to be able to see you but I don't want to be looked at, by you.'   Seeing, being seen, looking, and being looked at. Regardless of the difference between 'seeing' and 'looking' (a difference we 
  Hong Kong students are taught so insistently in primary school), both assume – if not demand – the physic  al and psychological proximity of the other, the desired one. 

      iii. Who is the desired one? Barthes would probably say the desired one is inevitably, necessarily, ec  statically, the projection of the humble yet vain self (a seeming paradox – but not unaccountable). The desired one is, 
   in fact, a relative expression (like ʻ‘todayʼ’ and ʻ‘thisʼ’); its referent changes depending on the clock tha  t begins to strike, the lighting in the best room of an apartment, the fogginess of the evening sky outside the window, 
   the availability of balloons gliding obliviously past, croissants, gradations of nonchalance, the impen  etrable yelling of impatient hawkers next to a LRT station. On body temperature, skin colour, memory, time, place... 

        vi. John Berger wrote that before the Virgin of the Rocks, the visitor feels something like this: ʻ‘I a  m in front of it. I can see it.ʼ’

              I as the subject. I as the perceiver. I as the came  ra. I as everything. I. I. I. 

              I may even zoom in and out. Give me some tim   e.

     v. But Derrida remarked: ʻ‘[W]e feel ourselves being looked at, outside of any synchrony[.]  ʼ’ We are, then, both the perceiver and the observed, simultaneously, at all times, palimpsested. 
     The identities of subject and object, self and other, are one, are collapsed, are transcended . I am liminal, a Magritte painting. The reflection of the back of my own head. 

            vi. Eyes, our very own in-built lenses, are known to be easily deluded, seduced (a kind  of lucid self-delusion). Too too easily. Not to mention we sometimes 
      actively seek to be deceived. But hush little Alice. Donʼ’t say a word. Mamaʼ’s gonna bu   y you a looking-glass. 

                           And if that looking glass gets broke
                            ….





Descartes was so wrong,
well I guess partially right,
with his cogito ergo sum.

                                         How subjective were you Rene?
                                         You thought; therefore, you were?
                                         And because you thought, God existed?
                                                                                  You tried to prove God through yourself?

              ʻ‘I am, therefore God existsʼ’, or ʻ‘I understand, therefore I have a mind distinct from my body.ʼ’ ... 
              we must note that very many necessary propositions, when converted, are contingent.  Thus from 
              the fact that I exist I may conclude with certainty that God exists, but from the fact that God exists 
              I cannot legitimately assert that I too exist. (Descartes; The Philosophical Writings of Descartes: Volume 1: 1985; 46)

                                         Oh Rene, how innocent you were:
                                                                                  you believed not what you thought, necessarily,
                                         but in your thought. I wish I had your certainty;
                                         your delusions. If God existed, but you did not,
                                         then how could you conclude anything?



I am not at all sure of what I am,
and only partially sure that I am;
and when I consider that the other sees me,
I am only certain that I do not know what they perceive.
How then, to trust what I perceive?
This whole process is such a mess.

                            In which being is the meaning of being to be found; from which being is the disclosure of being to 
              get its start? Is the starting point arbitrary, or does a certain being have priority in the elaboration 
              of the question of being? Which is this exemplary being and in what sense does it have priority? 
              (Heidegger; Being and Time: 1996; 5).

                                         Oh Martin, stop being so elusive.
                                         You are hiding within circles.
                                         Or are you just lost?
                                                                                  Spinning in circles in your mind?



If Martin couldnʼ’t figure it out,
what hope do I/We have?
I get the sense, from Rene, donʼ’t you,
that he may have thought he was that “exemplary being.”
Regardless, neither of these guys is helping me out much.
I will have to find solace elsewhere.
Shall I turn to the Mirror?Shall I turn to the Mirror?

              Iʼ’m sure Iʼ’m going to look in the mirror and see nothing. People are always calling me a mirror 
              and if a mirror looks into a mirror, what is there to see? (Warhol; The Philosophy of Andy Warhol 
              (From A to B and Back Again): 1977; 7).

                                         Oh Andy, this sounds so good,
                                         tell me more.
                                         Elaborate.



Silence



Where is the key?
We/I need a key to unlock the sheaf of silence:
a new Enigma Machine to break the code.

                  What? Who is that speaking?
                  Ah Jacques, it is you?
                  What is that you say?
                                    The Mirror Stage?

It is all image.
  Everything is image.
    And the Self is the most shoddily constructed.

Misrecognition      Disunity        Incompletion

If I/we canʼ’t read/perceive ourselves/myself to any degree of accuracy,
is there any such thing as accuracy,
where perceiving/reading is concerned,where perceiving/reading is concerned,
then what do we do with the Other?

Be arbitrary.        Be abusive,        of course.

Guy in front of me on Narita Airport Bus. Late to bus stop
No idea which terminal he, or his bags, were going to.
Had great difficulty fishing his itinerary out of his bag.



Got caught-up in his headphones, Beats Audio, cord as he was searching.
Then his little (too small?), not quite pork pie, dufus (no, strike that word, do not judge, observe) hat,
not really worn, just perching upon the top of his head,
like some doomed bird, fell off as he tried to unzip his backpack.
He found a juice, a snack, another juice, another snack – still no itinerary – his iPod Touch, his iPad, 
an inflatable travel neck-brace, another juice, thirsty fellow (no, strike that phrase, do not judge,  observe), 
another set of head phones – four ears (no strike that phrase, do not conclude, to conclude is to judge, another set of head phones – four ears (no strike that phrase, do not conclude, to conclude is to judge, 
observe), ah at last, something that looks promising: a 4” by 8” zippered soft case: is housing for important 
(no, strike that word, do not judge, observe) things.

His very long stylish (allow me this one judgment) cardigan, blue, green, (some might say aqua, some 
turquoise, only the absurd would say emerald) gray, slight line of red, checkered pants – ending 3” 
above ankle - with those below the ankle socks – a tapestry of colors (you name it, it is in these socks) – 
just slightly peeking out above the shoes – obviously too long (no judgment here, pure observation) 
for his feet – that have the pointy up-turned elfin toe that Japanese males are finding oh so bloody coolfor his feet – that have the pointy up-turned elfin toe that Japanese males are finding oh so bloody cool
 (this is fact) to wear these days, his … ENOUGH!!! Narita Bus Boy is looking/perceiving back!!!

Esse Percipi: to be is to be perceived. Celim! Celim! Celim! Celim!!!

           I hide. I color.



i=136Sean Smith          Department of Biological Flow



“The gaze is but secondary in relation to the gazeless eyes, to the black hole of faciality. The mirror is but secondary to the white wall of faciality.”

—Gilles Deleuze + Félix Guattari



...and then she was pointing her phallic gaze at me (and who saw that one coming?) and a little while later i saw the birth of the new skin, 
this me-skin that was also a we-skin, and if it was a phallic gaze then maybe it was a fore-skin, too, though itʼ’s almost certainly an oedipal three-skin, you know?

such distance closed! such resolution! a giant gaze! and there was the weathering in this new skin, right there like climate data being plotted to map: 
sunspots and wrinkles and freckling as the crowʼ’s feet fly. i couldʼ’ve sworn her phallic gaze was way over there when i was in the middle of performing, 
and yet there it is, right here in front of me. the weather was nice that day. peach fuzz willow groves and stubbles of sturdy oak dot this map, and thereʼ’s the two and yet there it is, right here in front of me. the weather was nice that day. peach fuzz willow groves and stubbles of sturdy oak dot this map, and thereʼ’s the two 
mirrored ponds somewhere over there in the middle—(saying KEEP THE FUCK OUT)—almost where the eyes would be if one were to facialize the coordinates. 
it reminded me of something iʼ’d never seen before: a smithed skin, no doubt, but differently written.

against all of my theory this me-skin became smitten.

and then it said: it said you must smote it, smithee. you-skin the we-skin and tear away at its image.

...

...and then she was coming to visit and it thought to ask me what would happen if i stretched the me-skin, back and forth, growing it and contracting it and generally ...and then she was coming to visit and it thought to ask me what would happen if i stretched the me-skin, back and forth, growing it and contracting it and generally 
exploring its potentials. all skin is elastic, even me-skin, and i suspect one could say the same thing for we-skin and three-skin as well.



Department of Biological Flow, Inelastic Colour (2012), programmed analog process.



so what would this gesture mean, then, what would it mean to stretch this skin, this stelarcian skin, the smitten skin resmithed with analog made digital?

i learned that colour was inelastic in certain discrete environments, and what underlies all faces are grids. these grids stretch themselves toward a 
gravitational void, and may become fragile in the process. i learned these inelastic colours formed jewels if you knew how to look at them just so—
smouldering if not smoten, with tiny fireworks to boot.

and if you spasmed instead of stretched my-pigments would look pretty much the same, the same smithing, the same breakdown in colour and 
disappearance of curves. and yet this new grid was differently metered, a different biometric potential or abstracting the face—elasticity in two disappearance of curves. and yet this new grid was differently metered, a different biometric potential or abstracting the face—elasticity in two 
movements, though elastic the same.



Department of Biological Flow, Spasm Pigment (2013), programmed analog process.



and what else? the entropy! the shrinking and forgetting and releasing of heat with every new me-skin addressed. i can prove it to you with sensations and numbers!

[in-grid voʼ’id, in-deed.]

and then it thought to ask me what a different program would look like: how would it look to reflect the me-skin back through the sharp turns and mirrors of the reflexive-techno-gaze? 
how would the we-skinʼ’s elastic be different, how would this reconfigured code stare the mottled derma straight back in the face?
...



...and then she was watching in repetition and difference. a new program had begun, analog made digital, repetitive iterations repeating themselves as 
the me-skin was folded through a certain looking-glass math. it soon became “simple machining interfaces” and “emergent micro-efficiencies” and “approximate quality control standards” 
as that smitten we-skin entered its new programmed-environ.

nothing seemed to happen—at least, almost nothing unseamly. my immediate thought was that weʼ’d need more meat tenderizer to soften this thing, but it seems out of favour in todayʼ’s 
modern kitchens. where is the change already? i want my processes revealed—more better and just-in-time-now, please. 

toughtough—it would just take more reflexion it seemed, more gestures for such subtle process on such toughened skin. and it was right, and the repeating kept repeating itself, and the gestures 
became stupid or crisp or noisy or efficient—and in turn the me-skin began reflecting its turns. folds began feeling. the research began speaking:

"four phases thus far: 1. human-I; 2. human-other; 3. poptron (cartoon/manga/videogame); 4. inhuman surface from the year 3472."



i particularly like that movement, but how in the name of reflexion did we-skin get here to begin with? 
tenderizer compound would have figured a little more subtle, me-skin thinks, and yet the repetitions kept repeating 
themselves again and again: where to next?

darkjazz and doomjazz lullabies play softly as this manufactory travels through time and through space. i began to imagine i was throat singing—well, 
not throat singing exactly, but better yet throat listening, holding that lullaby-machine right up to the bare neck as if smoking a vocoder cigarette. 
attach it to the chinbone and make those fingers move.

and i did it, this imagined gesture, but the words blew back out into a lightbulb that buzzed like a game show buzzer every time that i spoke. and i did it, this imagined gesture, but the words blew back out into a lightbulb that buzzed like a game show buzzer every time that i spoke. 
nobody could understand a word i throated, my ancient me-skin face from the future just honked buzzwords toward anyone who passed-me by—although 
“at-them” is probably how it all seemed in the moment. i felt bad for them, i felt bad for me: buzzing can be harsh when it loses its syntax.

bzzzzz.



when, exactly, is this year 3472—and how does this when become a signifier of oneʼ’s face? 
what sort of face exists in this timespace? how does this facetime-space recognize or remember itself and its facetime-other when all we can do is bzzz?

the me-skin showed plenty of picture. by now it had all become “complex gradient sectors” and “barroco nova architectures” 
and “interdimensional grid logics” and untameable patches of curvature. the foldings seemed more apparent, even as they had 
been ironed nearly flat: an origami play for fibre optics and harmonic telesthesia—vox voxel volta.

serial and straightened: it is a metric map i am reading here, or perhaps more properly a metric skin which hangs from its metered serial and straightened: it is a metric map i am reading here, or perhaps more properly a metric skin which hangs from its metered 
wireframe skeleton. perhaps they are the same thing, after all—mine own skin itches as i type the topology.

how does one walk on the surface of this face?

me-skin, mine-field: we at least know how to locate the stopping points, retrospectively coded. from my reflexion one particular point of reflection 
beggared belief in this futured direction.  i=136 is how i knew of the year 3472—or perhaps it was the other way around and iʼ’ve always minded 
this thing from the middle. iʼ’m guessing it makes more sense a few years from now, but what if weʼ’re already here?

i felt my me-skin face stretch 136 times and more, and even if the anaesthetic had already set in some moments of sensation were felt more i felt my me-skin face stretch 136 times and more, and even if the anaesthetic had already set in some moments of sensation were felt more 
intensely than others. then stretching became focusing, this me-skin became my-skin, but only because iʼ’d begun locating it in mʼ’eyes, this i=136-skin.



skin touches and buzzes and is elastic, but i settled at a point of contact, of mʼ’eye contact, the precisely contingent calculus of familiar and strange 
that assumed the settlement was legit. i=136 was that point, that moment, which when entered into a different set of relations—political relations, 
a different set of facial relations and writings of books—began to change the movement of that constellation: the smithed me-skin had once again became smitten. 

itʼ’s written: a surface always looks like a surface, even when it is forming a gravity well of contempt and dark matter. even when it is folding, metrically and otherwise: the smitten stays written.

...

...and then it faintly echoed tinny near my-sectorʼ’s ear rhythm: and then it said: ...and then it faintly echoed tinny near my-sectorʼ’s ear rhythm: and then it said: it said you must wrote it, smithee. you-skin the we-skin and tear away at its program.
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The Sri Lanka Diaries
by Tan Jingliang

SD video / color / 21 min / english subtitles

Synopsis

“Two girls from Singapore with the same star sign travel to Sri Lanka for a week. Along the way they meet an old 
man who shares stories about Mount Everest, a pair of Sri Lankan lovers, and a boy from the mountains.”

An experiment on storytelling from the organic process of observing, collecting, recording, assembling and An experiment on storytelling from the organic process of observing, collecting, recording, assembling and 
re-assembling fragments through editing, presenting, and finally archiving. All of the images in the film were 
unstaged, and all of the conversations were recorded without the knowledge of the speakers, but have been 
included in the film with their permission.

The film can be found at https://vimeo.com/82530053

photographed & edited by

Tan Jingliang

with
Zhu Qing Olivia

and the voices of
Mr. Prosper Bemunuge
Ong Szu Ker
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